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CATWALK INTEGRAL cat stairs,
the innovative solution for domestic cats

Dear investor,

In this brochure I would like to introduce you to a solution 
that guarantees cats the most flexible freedom of movement 
from now on.

As a professional supplier of cat stairs in Europe, with the 
experience of well over 1,000 cat stairs in Switzerland 
alone, I have now developed a new variant as a plug-in kit, 
which will set new standards both outdoors and indoors.

I and everyone else involved in this extraordinary project 
would be delighted if you would take part as an investor.

Best regards

...with kind initial support from
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TV report for inter-
nal viewing only as 
it has not yet been 

broadcast



Executive Summary

Welcome to the new, further developed cat staircase CATWALK INTEGRAL (CW-I).  
A holistic, modular cat staircase parkour solution, which as a kit gives every cat owner 
the opportunity to offer their cats maximum freedom of movement as well as fun and 
excitement.

Cat owners who demand animal-friendly housing usually have difficulty offering their 
cat interesting exercise options that can be designed flexibly. Ideas such as free run-
ning in nature are often not easy to implement.

CATWALK INTEGRAL now combines the outdoor cat staircase CATWALK ONE (CW-
O), which is most widely accepted by architects and homeowners, with indoor scrat-
ching posts. However, not as a static, inflexible product, as is conventionally available, 
but as a variable plug-in kit for the most individual design options, including entire 
parkours. At any time, super easy and perfectly adaptable to any living environment.

The experience from building and assembling well over 1,000 CATWALK ONE cat 
stairs was incorporated into this innovative product. As manufacturers of the well-
known, high-quality cat stairs, my brother Bernd Gehring and I analyzed the concerns 
and problems of all customers and circumstances and consistently derived and com-
piled ideas, which resulted in a plug-in kit containing over 30 components.

Bernd Gehring independently produces CATWALK ONE cat stairs and assembles or 
ships them around Switzerland and within Europe. With his 25 years of professional 
experience as a carpenter and tinsmith, he particularly contributes to the technical 
know-how.

The basic concept of the CATWALK INTEGRAL 
was submitted for patenting to the Swiss Patent 
Office on February 15, 2023 after extensive, 
worldwide research.

The extensive patent specification was written 
by TSWpat!, a patent law firm in Zurich that 
specializes in Europe.

To date, CHF 60,000 has already been invested 
in patents and CAD drawings.
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REFERENCES
Over 1,300 realized 

CATWALK cat stairs throughout Europe

5Views of the stairs can be found at https://www.catwalk-katzentreppen.ch/#galerie



The Initial Situation

Stair treads Made From 
Weather-Resistant Wood
Only wood with a durability class of 1-2 
is used for the steps and the walkway.

Retrofittable
CATWALK can be retrofitted by 2 
meters at a time. Simply reorder.

Very Space Saving
With a diameter of just 20 inches 
and a spiral staircase design, the 
CATWALK cat staircase can be 
used almost anywhere, even in 

tight spaces.

Plain Design
Thanks to its very plain design, 

the CATWALK can be used almost 
anywhere without ruining the view 
of the house. A real plus for every 

homeowner.
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The CATWALK ONE represents the basis of the entire know-how and serves as a 
basis for experience with over 1,000 stairs in Switzerland alone.

Here are the most important features, which are also part of the CATWALK INTEG-
RAL in terms of functionality:



Individually Tailored To 
Customer Requirements

Pipe Color
Uncoated or in your 

desired color

Step Color
Oiled, untreated or in your 

desired RAL/NCS color

Intermediate Platform
Can be mounted on any step as a stop-

over or viewing platform

Fastening
Individual clamping 
technology without 

screwing to the facade

Separation/protective grid
Mesh cover as a safe route or  

spatial separation

Height & Wall Distance
Up to 12 meters high and 2 meters 

from the wall

Ground Attachment
Base to prevent movement

V.I.P. Housing
The “private access” 
as protection from 

strange cats - below  
or above
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Example: CATWALK ONE
This 9 m high cat staircase is colored to match the facade. CAT-
WALK cat stairs are therefore particularly popular with owners, 
managers and landlords.
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Product Offering03

The CATWALK INTEGRAL cat staircase is a further development of the CATWALK 
ONE, which has been enriched with many additional features that cannot be achie-
ved with the CW-O. The experience gained from the over 1,300 stairs cannot be 
overestimated.

Overview of all the advantages of the CW-I
1 Suitable for outside
2 Suitable for indoor use
3 Aesthetic
4 Best price/performance ratio
5 High quality materials
6 Weatherproof
7 UV resistant
8 Dimensionally stable column
9 Colorfast, because solid material
10 Colors can be combined
11 Durable
12 Flexible height
13 Clamping technology without drilling
14 Easy self-assembly
15 Intermediate exits can be integrated at any step height
16 Free grading levels
17 Free adjustment of running direction
18 Steps can be exchanged when assembled
19 Steps with a predetermined breaking point as protection against burglary
20 Step surface with anti-slip structure
21 Interchangeable tread inlays with anti-slip to fur surface
22 Railings
23 Complete cover as fall protection
24 Stair positioning to exit flexible
25 Space-saving in use
26 Switch between sloping catwalk and spiral staircase
27 Footbridge can also be used without a spiral staircase
28 Space-saving storage
29 Simple postal delivery in packages
30 Direct purchase with assembly
31 Additional parts can be bought later
32 Immediate shipping
33 Very easy, damage-free disassembly
34 Can be reused many times
35 Colors can be adjusted in all individual parts when moving
36 No moving costs
37 Accepted by architects and administrations
38 Perfect for installing cat parkour
39 Stairs can mostly be installed without a ladder
40 Comfortable step height
41 No manual skills required



The new plug-in kit, which is manufactured using the plastic injection molding pro-
cess, is based on 4 elements. These are designed so that the staircase can be sent in 
small parts by package, assembly is very easy by plugging and turning, and replace-
ment is also effortless.

The components are the pipe element, the 2-part step and a locking ring that firmly 
connects the parts together.

A simple assembly video (even without text) is completely sufficient for a self-expla-
natory assembly.

The components are manufactured by DECKERFORM in Aichach (DE).
The highly professional team and its “idea factory” take on the important part of fina-
lizing and perfecting the components.

Furthermore, DECKERFORM is responsible for the production of the injection molds 
and the entire manufacturing process of the components.

The Main Components

11

Pipe element

2-part step

Locking ring

www.deckerform.de
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Outdoor & indoor stairs

The CATWALK INTEGRAL follows the motto

“Stability for the outside, design for the inside”

This essentially means that the staircase will be wind and weather resistant, but will be 
designed to fit aesthetically into interior spaces.

The components have long-lasting UV pro-
tection and the parts that are important for 
overall stability have a glass fiber content of 
30% in the plastic.

Various parts are manufactured using a new 
process (foamed plastic), which saves up to 
30% material and is even more stable. DE-
CKERFORM has developed outstanding ex-
pertise specifically for this process.

The components will be available in a few 
colors (mostly pastel), so that there are great 
design options in this regard too.
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At the beginning, around 34 components will be produced, with which entire par-
kours can be created. Columns, steps, footbridge elements in various shapes, railings, 
protective cover and sand base, as well as various connecting elements have already 
been worked out in detail.

Additional highlights are also being planned for these elements, such as:
- Illuminated column in RGB
- Step heating
- Hammocks
- Column covers made of sissal for scratching
- Clamp holders for toys
- Tread inserts (INLAYS), as described below
- etc.

Individual Design



Inlays For Tread Surfaces

The CATWALK INTEGRAL can be ultimately upgraded 
with inlays. These can be made from a wide variety of 
materials.

Non-slip ones are recommended for outdoor use
Insoles, but also inlays made of pebbles, so-called stone 
carpets, which are permeable to water.

Various wooden decors and, above all, a wide variety of 
carpets can be used indoors. From sissal to high-pile flo-
katis.

Furthermore, there are no limits to your own ideas
set.

14
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When it comes to design and visual appearance, we work with the LEONHARD 
KURZ Stiftung & Co. KG.

KURZ is a world-leading expert in the field of thin film technology with more than 
5,500 employees, great innovative strength and numerous international locations. 
The world‘s largest brands and companies are among their customers - from the 
automotive industry, consumer electronics, health & beauty as well as product and 
counterfeit protection.

As innovation leaders and service providers, they provide creative solutions for very 
different challenges: It is their employees, their commitment and extensive know-
how that make the difference.

The KURZ Group is present at more than 30 locations worldwide and manufactures 
in Europe, Asia and the USA according to uniform quality and environmental stan-
dards. With a global network of branches, representatives and sales offices, they en-
sure short distances, reliable delivery and individual support on site.

Some of the inlays and various design upgrades are taken over by KURZ.

Design enhancements are mainly achieved using hot stamping foils.
Here some examples.

The third motif in particular should be well known. Both Mercedes and other car 
manufacturers use the technology to upgrade, for example, the radiator grille and the 
interior. Sensible refinement variants for the CW-I are currently being examined.

KURZ can also play a decisive role in terms of internationalization, especially with the 
planned market launch of CATWALK INTEGRAL in the USA, where both a location 
and component production are to be built.

With KURZ, CATWALK has a partner who guarantees a significant technical lead for 
the future.

www.kurz.de
Finishing
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However, the use of cat stairs or parkour is far from over for the CW-I.

The first designs showed that the plug-in system could also be used in other areas, 
such as a herb tower in the kitchen, a product stand at the point of sale or a bar table 
at a party. Entirely in the spirit of sustainability.
When deciding on a cat staircase, it often plays a role for customers how long they 
can continue to use it when their cats are older. Thanks to alternative usage options, 
this no longer plays a role.

When it comes to sustainability 
and environmental awareness, it 
should also be mentioned that 
these topics are taken into ac-
count throughout the entire pro-
duction process.
From the machines to logistics.

Live your creativity to the fullest

„Let your imagination run wild.

What use would you think of?
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Marketing & Logistics

With the CATWALK ONE, a website was put online, which, with the support of Goo-
gle advertising (CHF 900 per month), ensured and continues to generate very good 
sales.

In 2022, sales of CHF 272,262 were achieved with 220 stairs assembled and/or deli-
vered in Switzerland. As a one-man company, mind you.

Cat stairs are a niche product, so CATWALK has been listed at places 1-4 on Google 
for many years. If the advertising budget were increased, significantly more stairs 
could be sold. However, this could only be achieved with additional employees, 
which would entail far too high costs for occupational safety reasons.

With the CATWALK INTEGRAL this is completely different.
The plug-in kit is of interest to a wide range of audiences due to its area of application, 
including indoors. The CW-I can also usually be installed by the buyer themselves 
without a ladder, so that a larger landing can be achieved.

Essentially, the CW-I will be sold via a web shop, which will be created by Klickpiloten 
in Stuttgart. They also take on various advertising activities on social media platforms 
and relevant channels.

Sales via retail chains are not planned for the time being.

Sales and shipping will be limited to D-A-CH in the initial phase and later expanded 
to Europe. Furthermore, after a successful launch and well-established processes, the 
USA is added.

hipping will take place from the Black Forest, where there is already a delivery wa-
rehouse. The shipping warehouse is handled by an independent GmbH, which is 
managed by my brother Bernd Gehring as managing director and his team.

The components are delivered by DECKERFORM to the shipping warehouse and 
from there shipped throughout Europe. Shipping to Switzerland also takes place from 
there, as the additional costs for shipping are offset by the savings of a warehouse in 
Switzerland. 

04
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Clerks and accountants are hired to ensure smooth customer support. These are em-
ployed at CATWALK ADVENTURE TOYS AG in Nidwalden.

All sales are billed through this company. The logistics are invoiced by the German 
CATWALK LOGISTCS GmbH.

Since it cannot be ruled out that customers want to use an assembly service, a net-
work of tradesmen is set up before the market launch. For the acquisition work, I was 
able to recruit a tradesman with many years of experience who had the best skills and 
contacts.

Initial discussions have already been held with a company in Liechtenstein, which al-
ready has a network of tradesmen of more than 160 carpentry and joinery workshops 
in Switzerland and also various international contacts.

Assembly partnerships

Shipping warehouse
with 1,000 m² of space

in Schonach in the Black Forest
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Market

According to current analyses, there are around 49 million households with cats in 
Europe.

This potential should be used to its full extent, as the CATWALK INTEGRAL has a very 
large unique selling point due to its design and functionality.
There are currently no relevant competitors for indoor or outdoor use, as no other 
company found online sells a plug-in kit. Other cat stairs do not have a similar quality 
in terms of materials.

The CW-I is offered as a simple basic staircase, but also receives various inlays and 
accessories that enhance the product and even transform it into luxurious models, 
almost furniture.
This means that the majority of the requirements and wishes of all cat owners can be 
met.

5.1 Target group analysis

CW-I cat stairs can be used inside and outside and can also be used as a replacement 
for a scratching post due to their design. Whether as a simple version or a design-op-
timized version with, for example, special coatings or skins. The variability makes the 
CW-I a product that can potentially serve every cat owner. Consequently, around 49 
million cat households in Europe. In addition, there will be an estimated 31 million 
cat households in the USA at a later date.

5.2 Trend analysis

Cats are on the rise.
Example Germany:

While in 2010 there were 14 cats per 100 inhabitants, according to the latest statistics 
there are almost 20 cats per 100 inhabitants. The numbers vary depending on the 
statistics, but the core message remains that cats are generally becoming more popu-
lar and the number of dogs is declining because they require more care than cats and 
this is often not compatible with the job.

05
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In both Switzerland and Germany there are 2 relevant competitors who offer cat stairs 
for outdoor use.

CATTRIP - DE 
Cattrip‘s stairs consist of a plastic column made 
from sewer pipes through which wooden steps 
are inserted.

Disadvantage: Very inflexible construction, ave-
rage quality wood with a lifespan of less than 10 
years. Plastic pipe can bend.

Price for a 4m staircase: approx. EUR 400 inclu-
ding assembly accessories

FALTKATZENLEITER - DE
This outdoor staircase consists of plates with a 
hole, suspended on ropes, through which the 
cats have to climb.

Disadvantage: Very wobbly and uncomfortable 
to climb on (had to be replaced by a CATWALK 
many times)

Price for a 4m staircase: EUR 289

Competition
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Countless CATWALK customers have already had cat stairs from competitors and then 
switched to a CW-O.
 
The CATWALK ONE is not yet prepared for all eventualities, which is technically not 
possible (despite the high-quality materials used), but the CW-I is convincing in all 
respects, because many things can be achieved with the implementation using the 
injection molding process.

RAMSEYER - CH 
The stairs consist of a square post made of spruce 
wood with recessed steps.

Disadvantage: Very inflexible construction, ave-
rage quality wood with a lifespan of less than 8 
years, poor design, the cat has to jump from step 
to step in a zigzag manner.

Price for a 4m staircase: Min. CHF 400.-

RANK DESIGN - CH
These stairs are also made of spruce or larch as 
a spiral staircase, with steps and spacers that are 
alternately placed on a threaded rod.

Disadvantage: Complicated construction, average 
quality wood with a lifespan of less than 8 years, 
poor design, steps rotate in all directions when 
the screw tension is relaxed and the column be-
comes unstable.

Price for a 4m staircase: approx. CHF 540.-
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5.3 Positioning and market share

The pioneering design of the CATWALK INTEGRAL with its various possible uses ma-
kes it possible to revolutionize the cat stairs and scratching post market.

It is therefore impossible to estimate what market share the CW-I can achieve. In fact, 
the staircase can be compared with the iPhone and the GOPRO camera, which have 
set new standards in their areas and thus achieved an irrevocable market position.

The misuse of the CW-I for other applications (e.g. bar table or herb tower) opens up 
the possibility that the CATWALK INTEGRAL can be further developed into a really 
usable, “LEGO”-like furniture system, which will open up new markets. While LEGO 
simply represents a toy, the CATWALK INTEGRAL can have a real use in every hou-
sehold.
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5.4 SWOT analysis

• High-quality technology
• Durable materials
• Cost-effective parts production
• Multifunctional
• Easiest assembly for everyone
• Can be sent worldwide in packages
• Cost-effective marketing,
• because niche product
• Already established brand in Switzerland
• Many years of experience in the spe-

cialist area
• In-depth know-how from over 1,000 cat 

stairs
• In-depth knowledge of product claims

• Market growth due to increasing cat 
numbers

• Expansion of offerings through horizon-
tal, vertical and also lateral diversification

• Opportunity to increase reach through 
targeted social media marketing and 
influencer campaigns, especially through 
testimonials with a high affinity for cats

• High investment costs, especially for 
injection molding tools

• Higher price compared to competing 
products

• Economic instability or recessions
• Increased competition from established 

or emerging companies, explicitly from 
China

• Potential regulatory changes in the legal 
provisions and regulations of the cons-
truction and plastics industries

• Risks such as natural disasters, political 
instability or pandemics that could affect 
operations

STRENGHTS

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAKNESSES

THREATS
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    FALTKATZEN- CATTRIP RAMSEYER RANK  CATWALK CATWALK
  LEITER   DESIGN ONE INTEGRAL

1 Suitable for outside      
2 Suitable for indoor use      
3 Aesthetic      
4 Best price/performance ratio      
5 High-quality materials      
6 Weatherproof      
7 UV-resistant      
8 Dimensionally stable column      
9 Colourfast, as solid material      
10 Colors can be combined      
11 Durable      
12 Flexible height       
13 Clamping technology without drilling      
14 Easy self-assembly      
15 Intermediate exits can be integrated at any step height      
16 Free grading levels      
17 Free adjustment of running direction      
18 Steps can be exchanged when assembled      
19 Steps with predetermined breakingoint as burglary protection      
20 Step surface with anti-slip structure      
21 Interchangeable tread inlays with anti-slip to fur surface      
22 Railing      
23 Complete cover as fall protection      
24 Stair positioning to exit flexible      
25 Space-saving in use      
26 Switching between inclined walkway and spiral staircase      
27 Footbridge can also be used without a spiral staircase      
28 Space-saving storage      
29 Simple postal delivery in packages      
30 Direct purchase with assembly      
31 Repurchase individual parts      
32 Shipping immediately      
33 Very easy, damage-free disassembly      
34 Can be reused many times      
35 All individual parts can be adjusted in color when moving      
36 No moving costs      
37 Accepted by architects and administrations      
38 Perfect for installation cat parkour      
39 Stairs can mostly be installed without a ladder      
40 Step height comfortable      
41 No manual skills required      

 conditional

Cat stairs comparison 
according to properties
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The marketing strategy is divided into 2 areas. These concern, on the one hand, cat 
stairs for outdoor areas and, on the other hand, parkours for indoor areas.
 
While purely passive advertising makes sense for outdoor cat stairs, active advertising 
is also intended for indoor areas. The justification for this comes from the customer‘s 
requirements.
 
A customer needs an outdoor cat staircase at a certain point in time when a cat needs 
to be able to go out and the property management or the homeowner also approves 
of the stairs. Thus, the customer looks for a solution, which leads to a pull market. An 
active application leads to a very low response here.
 
This was already evident in 2017 at a consumer trade fair in Lucerne, when the custo-
mer response to the cat stairs was very good, but only one order resulted from it and 
more than 2 years after the trade fair.
On the other hand, a cat owner can purchase and use an indoor parkour at any time 
and is therefore always ready to buy. The customer can also be actively advertised. 
Marketing here can be aimed at both a push and a pull market.
 
To advertise outdoor stairs, we rely heavily on passive search engines such as Google 
or Bing, so that an interested party can very quickly come across CATWALK (ranks 
1-4 on Google).
 
There will also be active advertising for the indoor stairs and parkours, which will 
primarily take place on social media channels using videos, reels and advertisements. 
With the KLICKPILOTS from Stuttgart, we have specialists as partners who control all 
activities in this direction.
 
In addition, testimonials and influencers are recruited to increase awareness and bet-
ter convey the brand name.
 
There will also be exhibition stands at consumer fairs for this area of application. We 
have already been able to acquire staff for this.

Marketing and Distribution06



• katzenleiter-kaufen.ch
• katzentreppe-kaufen.ch
• catwalk-katzentreppen.ch
• catwalk-katzentreppe.ch
• catwalk-katzenleiter.ch
• catwalk-katzenzaun.ch
• catwalk-kratzbaum.ch
• kratzbaum-kaufen.ch
• katzenzaun.ch
• cattower.ch
• katze-kaufen.ch
• katzekaufen.ch

• escadas-de-gato.com (PO)
• escaliers-de-chat.com (FR)
• katten-trappen.com (NL)
• katttrappa.com (SE)
• kattetrapper.com (DK)
• escaleras-de-gato.com (ES)
• kissan-portaat.com (FI)
• kocici-schody.com (CZ)
• scale-per-gatti.com (IT)
• schody-dla-kota.com (PL)

• katzenleiter-kaufen.de
• katzentreppe-kaufen.de
• catwalk-katzentreppen.de
• catwalk-katzentreppe.de

• catstairs.com
• cat-stairs.com
• catwalk-catstairs.com
• catwalk-adventuretoys.com
• catwalk-adventuredevices.com
• catwalk-integral.com
• catwalk-katzentreppen.com

SWITZERLAND

EUROPE

GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL / USA

6.1 Potential website visitors 

Approximately 15,000 visitors visit the website catwalk-katzentreppen.ch every 
month. This visitor potential currently results in around 20 orders.
This corresponds to 0.133%. This in turn suggests that visitors to CATWALK in Swit-
zerland can currently only find stairs for outdoor use, apart from the STANDALONE, 
but not anything relevant for indoor use.
With the CATWALK INTEGRAL, every cat owner can now find a variant for them-
selves. With a normal minimum buyer share of 1%, that would be 7 times as many 
buyers, hence 140 buyers per month.

6.2 Findability on the WWW

Important domains have been registered to make it very easy to find on the Internet. 
The most important one is catstairs.com. It is inevitably the TOP! domain worldwide 
in this product area. The domain could be purchased for $2,395. Alternatively, cat-
stairs.com was also registered. Various domains for the search term cat stairs are also 
secured for the European market, as can be seen in the following list.

27
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Report on “Welt der Wunder” (famous magazine and television channel)

In July 2023, at the request of the magazine WELT DER WUNDER, a report was fil-
med, which will be broadcast in the near future.
In this report both the CW-O and the CW-I are presented.

RANGE:

 Magazine Youtube Facebook
 1.19 million readers 445.000 subscribers  128.250 fans

With an average of 20% cat ownership, the real advertising potential is at least 
200,000 interested parties.

The report will be broadcast repeatedly over several years.

Screenshots of a 
WdW presentation

07
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Legal form and
Corporate structure

In order to make the expansion efficient both in Switzerland and across Eu-
rope and to create a clear structure for corporate management, we have de-
cided on a separate company structure in terms of company structure. 
While the sales company in Switzerland will (probably) be founded as an indepen-
dent legal entity as an AG, a German logistics company will be founded in paral-
lel, which will be responsible for warehousing and shipping goods. For employee 
cost reasons, it is possible that a social media department will be created here. 
 
Establishing the sales company in Switzerland makes it possible to bene-
fit from the attractive tax framework and the stable economic environ-
ment in this country. Switzerland is known for its international orienta-
tion and its reputation as a reliable location for international companies. 
The distribution company will also be responsible for financing and rai-
sing investment capital. As the central unit for financial affairs, it will rai-
se the funds to drive sales expansion across Europe and make the ne-
cessary investments in equipment, technology and marketing measures. 
 
CATWALK cat stairs with the CW-O remains a sole proprietorship, as the construction 
method with the related assembly at the customer can only exist in this form for rea-
sons of occupational safety law.

07

Tax advantage Nidwalden

The location in Nidwalden is perfect from a tax perspective as there are significant 
tax advantages here. Nidwalden is well ahead in the world with the third cheapest 
corporate taxes.
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In order to successfully implement the concept described, a professional manage-
ment and organizational structure is crucial.

Our team consists of the founder Markus Gehring, as well as qualified specialists in 
the management team who have extensive experience in the required areas, as well 
as highly professional partners.
The clear distribution of responsibilities and a well-coordinated team are the basis for 
CATWALK‘s success.

ORGANIZATION CHART

Management & Organization08

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Markus Gehring

1-2 ADMINISTRATORS
Cornelia Rothacher etc.

1 ACCOUNTANT
N.N.

2-3 ORDER PICKERS
N.N.

1 LOGISTICIAN
  N.N.

CATWALK ADVENTURE TOYS AG (CH)

CATWALK LOGISTICS GMBH (DE)

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Bernd Gehring

CRAFT NETWORK SUPERVISOR
(name confidential)

WAREHOUSE MANAGER
Michael Ruopp
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Finance

The following section contains detailed information about the sales forecast, cost 
statement, profit and loss statement and break-even analysis, which together paint a 
complete picture of the companies‘ financial profitability.

9.1 Sources of Income

Sales of CATWALK INTEGRAL are based on the sales results of the CATWALK ONE 
cat stairs in recent years and consist of CW-I cat stairs, accessories and license income.

9.2 Average calculation based on current figures

In 2022, 220 outdoor cat stairs were sold with a moderate Goggle advertising budget 
and recommendations. Based on the increase rates of the last few years, around 240 
stairs would be expected in 2023 with the same advertising activities.
With the same activity in Germany and Austria, extrapolated to the population, this 
would be around 2,900 cat stairs per year. Excl. European secondary countries are 
expected to produce around 10,000 outdoor cat stairs per year across Europe as a 
whole.

9.3 Advanced Calculations

What is not taken into account in this average estimate is the use of the CATWALK 
INTEGRAL indoors!

Issues such as approvals and feasibility (e.g. on high floors) are completely eliminated 
in the interior. This means that the sales potential here is many times higher. How 
much that is can only be guessed at, as there are no statistics on how many cat stairs 
are sold throughout Switzerland each year. 5-10 times the amount is definitely within 
the real range.

Another essential milestone is active advertising, which explicitly addresses cat lovers 
via social media platforms. It is currently impossible to estimate what influence these 
measures may have.
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For a very realistic sales forecast, a best-case assessment should be avoided, so that 
5,000 - 20,000 INTEGRAL systems per year can be assumed.

Based on statistical experience, an average height of the systems can be assumed to 
be 5 m. The number of components in the first sale is based on this value. Subsequent 
purchases are not taken into account.

9.4.1 Sales forecast for CW-I systems + after-sales - 3 years

This forecast takes into account minor sales from the USA.
Sales in the USA will later be handled by an independent company
billed, or the entire distribution is transferred to someone else
Company licensed.
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9.4.2 Sales forecast Other income

Other income includes after sales and income from Assembly brokers. The income 
from assembly operations is difficult to predict. How many assemblies are required 
only becomes clear when the CW-I is actually handled, and subsequent sales also 
depend on how interesting the buyers find the stairs they bought and, above all, how 
the cats react to the stairs.

Estimate after sales:

After sales year 1 1.7% of CW-I sales
After sales year 2 4% of CW-I sales
After sales year 3 8% of CW-I sales

The sales forecasts were created based on conservative calculations.

The numbers reflect ongoing interest, indicating successful positioning and customer 
retention.
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9.5 List of costs

9.5.1 Ongoing costs

The ongoing costs are borne by the participating companies CATWALK
ADVENTURE TOYS and CATWALK LOGISTICS are divided.
The costs of CATWALK LOGISTICS are covered during ongoing operations via ship-
ping flat rates, which CATWALK LOGISTICS provides to CATWALK
ADVENTURE TOYS charges.

Ongoing costs CATWALK ADVENTURE TOYS

Ongoing costs CATWALK LOGISTICS
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9.5.2 Initial costs 

The production of the injection molds and the first production batch are the largest 
items and are essential.

Initial Cost CATWALK ADVENTURE TOYS

Initial costs CATWALK LOGISTICS
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9.6 Profit and loss statement

Finally, there is the following forecast business result with a view to the first 3 financial 
years:

Since only small direct investments have to be made in addition to the tool costs, a 
very good result can be expected in the second year.
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BEP at 150 stairs sold
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9.7 Break-even point

The break-even point is the point at which total revenues cover total costs, so the 
company makes neither profit nor loss. This shows up as follows:

We can see from the table that the break-even point is reached at the beginning of 
the 6th month, after 150 cat stairs have been sold.
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9.8 Capital Requirements

The capital requirement consists of the initial costs, the cumulative costs up to the 
break-even point and a liquidity reserve of an additional EUR 500,000.

 Initial costs  EUR 3,137,462.83
 Working capital (up to BEP)  EUR 200,000.00
 Liquidity reserve  EUR 500,000.00

 Total  EUR 3,837,462.83  

In total we need financing for the project in the amount of:
3,837,462.83 EUR.

So we are raising a total of EUR 3.9 million and are prepared to sell up to 25% of the 
company.

INITIAL COSTS
82%

LIQUIDITY RESERVE
13%

WORKING CAPITAL
5%
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In this section, the various risks that stand in the way of international distribution of 
CW-I are identified and the corresponding preventive measures are presented.

Probability of occurrence

Current market participants
Risk: Strong regional ties to existing ma-
nufacturers.
Probability of occurrence: low
Impact: low
Reason: The CW-I can be conveniently 
ordered by post and is very easy to as-
semble, even for laypeople.

New market participants
Risk: Established manufacturers 
could enter the market from abroad. 
Probability of occurrence: low
Impact: low
Reason: Cat stairs are a niche product 
and the CW-I has a major development 
lead.

Finance
Risk: Costs could exceed revenues, lea-
ding to liquidity shortages.
Probability of occurrence: low
Impact: low
Reason: Statistical sales figures are avai-
lable as a basis and the reserve is EUR 
500,000

Macroeconomic risks
Risk: Macroeconomic factors could in-
fluence the competitive environment.
Probability of occurrence: low
Impact: medium
Reason: Innovation lead and solid sur-
pluses after reaching the BEP.

Staff
Risk: Difficulties in recruiting staff and 
possible employee departures.
Probability of occurrence: low
Influence: Moderate
Reason: Attractive working environ-
ment, above-average remuneration, fur-
ther training opportunities and a family 
environment.

Regulation
Risk: The regulations for keeping cats 
could change.
Probability of occurrence: low
Impact: low
Reason: The CW-I can be used in a va-
riety of ways, even for different purpo-
ses.

Risk analysis10

Einfluss
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The following timeline outlines the strategic steps in implementing the project. From 
financing to international sales, this plan provides an overview of the key steps and 
timeline.

Implementation timeline11

» DEC 2023

» JAN 2024

» FEB 2024

» MARCH 2024

» APR 2024

» MAY 2024

» JULY 2024

» SEP 2024

» MAY 2025

» DEC 2025

» DEC 2025

Financing and raising capital

Founding of C.A.T & C.L. GmbH

Detailed elaboration of construction plans

Location office, employees, facility

Completion of web shop and configurator

Initial sampling of components

Completion of injection molds

Sales start for CW-I D-A-CH with finished component series

Sales start of CW-I in the EU

Planning sales for CW-I in the USA

CW-I sales start in the USA
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Some further developments are already planned for the CW-I. 
The column elements should also be made from a translucent ma-
terial so that RGB light can be used throughout the entire column. 
 
Furthermore, it is also technically possible to integrate heating elements 
into the steps, so that heated cat stairs can later be offered for outdoor use. 
 
As far as the design of the CW-I is concerned, many very interesting opti-
ons are possible in terms of surfaces, but also the material. With KURZ, va-
rious ideas were also brought to the table, such as a special recycled plastic. 
 
With regard to further developments and innovations, we intend to reward every idea 
that is brought forward and actually implemented, e.g. a component, with a partici-
pation in it.

• Founded in 2016

• Experience from over

• Collected 1000 cat stairs

• Construction plans CW-I

• Patent filed in FEB 2023

• Brand logo registered in April 2023

• Important domains

• Warehouse 1000 sqm

• Employees defined

• Production process

• High end finishing process

• Technology for lighting

• Technology for step heating

• Technology for wood inlays

• Website and online advertising 

partner

Perspectives12



Participation

We are pleased to now offer you the opportunity to support CATWALK in the 
production of the CATWALK INTEGRAL cat stairs and Europe-wide marketing 
in the style of “Höhle der Löwen” and thus become part of the company.

As can be seen from the page --> Achieved Goals (p. 41), the most important 
steps have already been initiated.

It only takes you as a co-investor to reach the full total capital.

The sales forecasts show that CATWALK INTEGRAL can reach the break-even 
point after just six months of sales activity.

This means that your first winnings can be paid out to you from the second year 
onwards, if you wish.

Result of the profit and loss statement (p. 35)

INVESTMENT & PROFIT

Required total capital   EUR 3,900,000
Result in  2nd year  3rd year
Profit  1,089,432.28 EUR  3,627,860.25 EUR
Return before taxes  27.9%  93.0%

As a conservative estimate, we assume a return in the second 
year of around 14% (instead of 27.9%).

However, the future prospects of the CW-I are very good, because not only 
the demand in recent years speaks for it, but especially the many very positive 
feedback from everyone who has heard about the plug-in kit.

Rather, the child in everyone is reawakened and ideas for creative possibilities 
literally bubble over.
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The starting point for calculating the potential is the sales statistics for the last 7 
years of production of CATWALK ONE outdoor cat stairs in Switzerland.

YEAR  SALES  STAIRS  ADVERTISING

2016  CHF 9,781.-  10  part-time jobs, no advertising

2017  CHF 60,232.-  57  part-time jobs, no advertising

2018  CHF 115,143.-  102  part-time job, no advertising

2019  CHF 163,100.-  138  Part-time job, adv.: CHF 300.- Google

2020  CHF 232,787.-  199  Main job, advertising: CHF 300.- Google

2021  CHF 244,915.-  207  Main job, advertising: CHF 600.- Google

2022  CHF 272,262.-  220  Main job, advertising: CHF 900.- Google

2023  +- CHF 240,000.-  +- 170  estimated amount, main job, no advertising 
   from April and very limited Web presence  
   to provide freedom for planning CATWALK  
   INTEGRAL

With normal advertising activity, 250 CATWALK ONE cat stairs would be realistic in 
Switzerland in 2024. This is the basis for calculating expected future sales.

If you calculate 250 cat stairs for around 800,000 cat households, then extrapolated 
to the whole of Europe with around 50 million cat households in relevant countries, 
this results in around 15,600 cat stairs per year.

The average stair height is 4.75 m.

Direct potential CATWALK INTEGRAL

The CATWALK INTEGRAL has decisive advantages to significantly increase the direct 
potential (based on the 250 CATWALK ONE).

The most important point here is the area of application. The CATWALK INTEGRAL 
can not only be used outdoors, but especially indoors!
This certainly results in a potential 10 times higher than with purely external stairs. 
Especially since permits are required for external stairs and the height of use is limited 
to a maximum of the 4th floor.
The direct potential for external and internal stairs is therefore 156,000 stairs in 
Europe.
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Additional positive influences:

Price  The price of a CATWALK INTEGRAL is approx. 30% less than  
 a CATWALK ONE.

Design type  The CATWALK INTEGRAL offers ultimate flexibility and  
 technical advantage compared to other cat stairs on the   
 market.

Self-assembly The stairs can be assembled very easily yourself. This means  
 that there is hardly any need for the customer to hire a fitter,  
 which incurs additional costs.

Accesories There will be a lot of accessories for the CATWALK  
 INTEGRAL, which will contribute to additional sales.

Non-specific use The CATWALK INTEGRAL can also be used in other areas, as  
 can be seen, for example, as a herb tower, product stand or  
 bar table.

Direct sales While it makes no sense to advertise directly for a purely  
 external staircase (approval requirement), a customer is com- 
 pletely free to make a purchase decision immediately for an  
 internal staircase. This means the stairs can be advertised pro 
 actively.

After sales The lifespan of the CATWALK INTEGRAL is set at 15 years,  
 i.e. the life of a cat. There is therefore considerable income  
 from a new purchase.

In the current sales forecast (p. 32), the sales figures are staggered as follows:

Year 1 » 1,641 stairs | Year 2 » 4,229 stairs | Year 3 » 9,084 stairs

Remember: 9,084 stairs only result in around 25 stairs per day.

If you use 4,229 stairs (1/37 of 156,000) to generate a 14% return, it is hard to 
imagine what return is possible when full potential is used. Do the additional 
influences also have a significant effect on sales figures?
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The total investment is EUR 3,900,000.
This corresponds to 25% of the company.

You can participate as a co-owner in CATWALK ADVENTURE TOYS AG with a FREE-
LY SELECTABLE AMOUNT (e.g. as little as 500 EUR) and receive a percentage share 
in the company depending on the amount.

Example:

 Your investment amount:  EUR 10,000

 Share of total investment:  0.2564%

 Share in the company:  0.0641%

However, the share in the company is not crucial for you.

Crucial for you:

1.  To be part of the success, perhaps even worldwide

2.  Your annual return of 14% and more

3.  Participation in a possible company sale (if this ever makes sense)

Legal note: The participation is a risk participation.
This includes participation in both profits and losses.
Therefore, only invest capital that you do not need for living expenses.

Being part of the success also means that your ideas around the CW-I should be wor-
thwhile for you.

Our philosophy is to reward every profitable idea that leads to demonstrable sales 
with a permanent participation in the form of commissions. Because CATWALK is 
only as good as each and every one of us who has a passion for cats.
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Beteiligung an Innovationen



Bonus

And this is how you become a partner

As a CATWALK customer, you will receive an exclusive, lifelong discount on all 
CATWALK INTEGRAL components for your own use by supporting the project as 
a partner.

Depending on the amount of investment, you will receive a discount on the CW-I.

Mini Support CHF 250.- + 2.2% discount

Medium Support CHF 500.- + 4% discount

Large Support CHF 1‘600.- + 12% discount

Pro Active Support CHF 3‘000.- + 20% discount

If you do not need a CATWALK, you can also transfer this discount to someone else.

If you invest more than CHF 50,000, you will also receive a CATWALK Integral free 
of charge.

Simply write us an email to kontakt@catwalk-katzentreppen.ch
with the content:

You are also welcome to write more about your reasons for moving.
We would be happy about that.

The investment amount is collected after the company is founded.
This should happen in early 2024.
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REFERENCE:
Shareholding in CATWALK ADVENTURE TOYS AG

Text:
Dear CATWALK team

I would like to contribute EUR XXXX to the CATWALK INTEGRAL cat stair-
case.

15



Contact

Dear investor, 
dear investor 
 
If you have any further questions about CATWALK 
INTEGRAL or would like a detailed discussion, please 
feel free to contact me at any time. 
 
 
Best regards 
 
Markus Gehring 
 
 
Note: For more references and current facts 
please visit the website. 
 
www.catwalk-katzentreppen.ch
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www.deckerform.de

www.kurz.de

IS POWERED AND PRODUCED BY

AND PRESENTED BY

®

TV report for internal 
viewing only as it 
has not yet been 
broadcast
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CATWALK throughout Switzerland
From Biel to Liechtenstein, from Schaffhausen to Ticino, from

Rheineck to Murten and from Basel to Klosters, a CATWALK ONE is already in 
use at over 1,000 locations in Switzerland.

With your help, CATWALK INTEGRAL will soon be available.
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by

Fischmattstrasse 11 | CH-6374 Buochs 
TEL +41 76 714 75 92

kontakt@catwalk-katzentreppen.ch | www.catwalk-katzentreppen.ch


